
QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT 

WHYY-91FM 
 

FOR THE PERIOD OF JANUARY 1, 2019 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2019 

 

The license of station WHYY-91FM has determined that the following issues were of 

importance to the Delaware Valley community during the past three months and has aired the 

following programs to address these issues: 

 

ARTS AND CULTURE 

 

All Things Considered/The Why 

January 21, 20019    60 Minutes   10:00 am 

Protest’s living legacy: Why activist are still protesting five decades after MLK 
How has protesting in America—and Philadelphia—changed since Martin Luther King, Jr. fought for 

civil rights in the 1960s and how effective is it? On this episode of The Why, Philadelphia activist, the 

Rev. Mark Kelly Tyler, senior pastor Mother Bethel A.M.E church, joins us to talk about the major 

protests in the city over the last 60 years and why activists are still taking to the streets today. 

 

Michael Cohen’s testimony and what it means 

February 28, 2019    60Minutes   10:00 am 

 
Michael Cohen gave public testimony to the House Oversight Committee yesterday, in which he 

implicated President Trump in criminal behavior, including in his time as President, as well as insulting 

the President’s character, calling him a racist, and a cheat, who does not care about the country. While 

Cohen’s previous untruthful statements marred the legitimacy of his testimony, the fact that one of 

Trump’s former lawyers and most trusted confidants would so publicly make these claims has grabbed 

the attention of the government, law enforcement, and the country at large. 

 

AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 

 

Skytalk-Some Lit It Dry 

March 8, 2019    5minutes and 42 seconds 5:30 pm 
The Atacama desert in Chile is one of the most arid places on the planet-averaging less than one inch of 

rainfall per year! High altitude, almost constant clear sky, dry air, and lack of light pollution and radio 

interference due to its remote location make it a premier place to observe the heavens above. 

 

The Pulse 

March 8, 2019    60 Minutes   9:00 am 
Earthquakes, storms, fires, disease—they sweep into our communities, often unexpectedly. They don’t 

happen often, but when they do, emergencies can destroy lives. On this episode of The Pulse, we explore 

how the healthcare system—and the rest of us – deal with emergencies when they hit. We hear stories 

about facing danger, dealing with both natural and man-made disasters and ways of prepping for a 

catastrophe before it arrives 

 

 

 

 



 

 

HEALTH ISSUES 

 
The Pulse 

January 18, 2019   60 Minutes    9:00 am 
The Inner Workings of  Hospitals 

Hospitals can be bewildering places. They operate according to their own special logic, which can make 

them feel a bit like a well-oiled machine—and a bit like organized chaos. As patients, we’re dropped in 

and pushed through a maze of activity, mostly clueless about the hidden gears that keep this life-saving 

machinery chugging along. On this episode of The Pulse, we step through the “staff only” doors to get a 

better sense of the inner workings of hospitals. 

 

Radio Times 

February 8, 2019    60 Minutes    10:00 am 
The U.S. vs. supervised injection sites 

The U.S. Attorney’s office has filed a lawsuit to prevent Philadelphia from becoming home to America’s 

first supervised injection sites. 

 

LOCAL 

 

POLITICS 

All Things Considered/The Why 

January 7, 2019   30 Minutes    5:30 pm 
Will he or won’t he? New Jersey U.S. Senator Cory Booker is soon expected to answer the question of 

whether he’ll jump into the 2020 presidential race. He’s been positioning himself for this moment for 

years, building a national brand that combined liberal ideals with personal heroics. On today’s episode of 

The Why, NJTV Senior Correspondent David Cruz joins us to talk about Booker’s political evolution, and 

why his rhetoric has changed as he tries to court the most progressive wing of the Democratic Party. 

 

Radio Times 

January 8, 2019   60 Minutes    11:00 am 
It’s day 18 of the government shutdown over funding for President Trump’s border wall. Amidst this battle 

is a much broader conversation about immigration policy, the reality of the U.S.- Mexico border, and of 

course, the politics in Washington. We’ll start off with the ongoing political drama surrounding the wall and 

the government shutdown. The Washington Post’s Robert Costa gives us the latest. Then, investigative 

journalist Dennise Wagner of The Arizona Republic joins us. 

 

Ask Governor Murphy 

February 4, 2019   60 Minutes    8:00 pm 
This live call-in show is a joint project of WHYY, WBGO and WNYC.  


